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RULES AND EXPECTATIONS OF A SPARTAN 

PRIDE 

It is a privilege to be a member of this football program and of this school! You must earn your 

way here, and you must earn your way as a student-athlete!  The time, effort, and energy we all 

spend in making our program a success is based on a strong conviction that football and an 

education will provide some of your greatest values and most rewarding moments. Take pride 

in everything you do as a part of this school and this program, for in it, as in life, the success you 

enjoy will result from the effort you are willing to give to be a winner. Remember the players 

before you and guide the players to follow you. Know that you always represent your 

community, family, school, program and most importantly, yourself! You must choose to be the 

example. You are now a York Tech Spartan, and “Spartans Reach Higher!”  Be a Spartan every 

second, every minute, every hour, every day, and………EVERYWHERE! 

 

PLAYER EXPECTATIONS 

We will operate this program in accordance with the rules, regulations and policies as outlined 

by the YAIAA and the administrative policies of York County School of Technology. Within the 

framework set forth by them, we may add to, but not take away from, those standards and 

policies. To see those policies and regulations, please go to ytech.edu, sports, athletic 

handbook. Attendance- All players are expected to be on time, at the proper location, with the 

proper equipment and attitude.  Players are to report to Room 1101 promptly at 3:05.  Anyone 

late to 1101 will receive punishment according to our progressive on-field discipline policy, 

which is made up of various punishments per offense, the first of which is 10 laps around the 

practice football field.  Punishment increases as per occurance of offenses.  10 laps usually does 

the trick.  

Tardiness is NOT acceptable. The team will be expected to be in Room 1101 at 3:05 for a ten-

minute meeting, on the sidewalk outside of the locker room, 2x2, at 3:25 unless otherwise 
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instructed. That gives them 10 minutes to get dressed for practice.  Hustle to be on time, 

because there is no time to waste, in order to keep practices at exactly two hours.  

1st offense- The above on-field policy will be applied to those having problems with time 

management.  The training room will not be used as an excuse for being late repeatedly.  You 

MUST get a note from Ms. Sarah to be excused from lateness.  Get to practice as soon as you 

can and do not walk to the field….RUN.  Do not run on the macadam, just the grass! 

Multiple offenses - Automatic loss of playing time/coaches’ discretion/ possible suspension 

from the team.  Suspensions form the team will also be used to discipline major incidents of 

disrespect to coaches, insubordination, and acts which are a detriment to the team and 

program. 

UNEXCUSED ABSENCE FROM PRACTICE POLICY 

Three (3) unexcused absences from practice will lead to the dismissal from the team.  The first 

unexcused absence will be not being able to play that week’s JV/Varsity game.  The second 

unexcused will also a game suspension/1 week suspension from the team, as per the coaching 

staff’s discretion.  The third offense will be dismissal from the team.  

The determination of what is excused and what is not will be determined by the Head Coach 

and the Coaching Staff (appointments, family emergencies, etc.).  Also, an excuse must be sent 

in to the Head Coach or called in to him at the school number, which is 717-741-0820, 

extension #5403.  An e-mail to Coach Troxell will also be acceptable:  ctroxell@ytech.edu.  A 

doctor’s note from any type of appointment is also necessary to be excused, although it would 

be best to make appointments which don’t interfere with practice times, if possible.  One 

example of a past problem with unexcused absences has been in the area of family 

emergencies.  Please use discretion when using this excuse; it is not fair to other team 

members to use if it isn’t really an emergency.  The players have also received my cell number 

in case of dire urgency.     

*All situations will be discussed with the athlete and/or parents/guardian to ensure fair 

treatment of each situation, though ultimate decisions will be made by the coaches/head 

coach.                                                                                                                                                               

*Detention will not be considered tardy.  Detention is documented as an absence. (see absence 

policy).  People in detention will not play on Friday/Saturday.  It goes against our vision of what 

we want our young men to be in school.  Think before you react!  

*Tutoring of players should not be abused by players just to miss practice. 

*If the absence from school has been excused by the YCST administration, then the absence 

from practice will be excused. 

*If the student attends school, but is absent from practice, the coaches will need to be notified 

beforehand and excused/unexcused will be at the discretion of the coach. In the event of an 
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illness, the athlete will either need to be dismissed during the school day by the school nurse, 

or dismissed prior to practice by the athletic trainer. In the event neither of those occur, the 

athlete will be expected to produce documentation from a physician, not a note from a parent, 

within 48 hours. Failure to produce any of the requirements will result in an unexcused 

absence. 

*Coach discretion will be used in the decision to mark an absence excused or unexcused in any 

situations not listed. Birthday parties, family get together, cousins wedding, etc. is not excused. 

 

 

Academics- All athletes are expected to be a student first and athlete second. To be a member 

of this team, you must attend class regularly and achieve a minimum GPA of 2.0/(70%). The 

academic progress of all student athletes will be monitored. You must be eligible in order to 

play. If you are failing one (1) class, you will be on notice with the head coach until you bring 

that grade to standard. If you become academically ineligible for two (2) consecutive weeks, 

you will attend tutoring, if available, to bring the grade up.  Student first, athlete second.            

*Anything not specifically listed in this handbook will be dealt with at the coaches’ discretion, 

and may be considered what I would call an Embarrassment Rule.  This may include outside/off 

of school property.  Our goal is to produce leaders for our entire county/community. 

Locker room and facilities- Athletes will be expected to keep all training areas free of debris 

and in a neat and orderly fashion. Respect the facilities that you have as if you were the one 

 to have paid for every bit of it!  YCST is one of the best facilities as a weightroom and fitness 

center I have had the pleasure to work with.  Take care of the great facilities we have.  

EVERYONE on the team is responsible for taking care of the facilities.  We will not leave the 

lockerroom until it is spotless and clean! 

Equipment- Athletes will be issued all equipment necessary to play the sport with the exception 

of footwear. Upon receiving this equipment, you will fill out a hand receipt. At the end of the 

season, you are required to return all equipment (with matching sizes and numbers to those 

you were issued) back to the coaches at the appropriate time. Failure to do so will result in a 

statement of charges. Those fees will be required to be paid before you may advance into your 

next grade level. The average cost of all equipment issued is $800.00. You will be issued a locker 

with a lock, and numbered stickers for your equipment. Any equipment found unsecured or 

locks found unlocked will be earned back with 10 laps.  Lock everything in your locker by USING 

THE LOCK provided.                                                                               

 You are expected to conduct maintenance and maintain cleanliness of your equipment. Failure 

to do so can result in injury, infection, poor performance or poor hygiene. You will be given 



instruction as to how to properly maintain your equipment upon issue. Any faulty equipment 

must be reported to coaches as soon as possible. 

School suspensions- Suspensions dictate that a student shall not be allowed to attend their 

regularly scheduled classes or school sponsored activities for a prescribed number of days and 

shall be declared ineligible for any practices or contests for the period of the suspension, 

including weekends and holidays. Suspensions begin on the conclusion of the day of suspension 

until the start of the day the student returns. In addition to not being eligible for practice, any 

missed practices due to suspension are unexcused. If you receive 2 or less days of suspension, 

you will be marked absent those days, and forfeit one (1) entire game. If you receive 3 or more 

days, you will be dismissed from the team. 

Hazing- No player will ever be ridiculed by another player, either in the locker room, training 

rooms or on the field. All players will treat all other players with respect and courtesy.  We are a 

TEAM, and we will encourage each other and never blame a teammate for a mistake.  We will 

work together to be a team of discipline and confidence.  “We will never give in, and we will 

never give up.”                                                                                                                                               

Drugs and alcohol- The use of drugs and alcohol is prohibited! If you’re caught using, buying, 

selling, distributing, possessing or even glorifying the use of drugs and alcohol, you will be 

dismissed from the team.  

Gentleman, it’s quite simple. You are now at an age of accountability. You’re intelligent enough 

to make the right decisions! If you decide to make the wrong decision, you will have to deal 

with the consequences. We are playing by big boy rules now and you are expected to act and 

react accordingly, without ever “acting out at any point in time.”  It will be our goal to earn the 

league’s “Sportsmanship Award” this year.  We will all work together to accomplish this goal! 

Practice- Practice will begin promptly at the time advised. If an athlete is late to practice for 

reasons not acceptable to coaches, they will be expected to perform 10 laps minimum. You can 

refer to the tardiness policy for further guidance. 

Once an athlete steps on to the practice field, they will be expected to have the proper attitude 

and conduct all drills, exercises, and movements to the best of their abilities. Any athlete found 

to be detracting from the team effort runs the possibility of being relieved of their position.  

Athletes will not bad mouth, discourage or hassle other athletes. It is a personal responsibility 

for you to keep everyone upbeat and motivated, constantly learning. Mistakes are made. That 

is why we practice.  Positive encouragement from all teammates will be an everyday 

occurrence. 

Game- Appropriate behavior is expected at the games. Athletes will not yell, shout or curse out 

of frustration. If a play goes badly, we expect it to be taken in stride, not to become a downfall 

for the rest of the game. Not all plays work great every time. Shake it off, accept it for what it is 

and choose to make an improvement on the next one.  “Never give in or give up to frustration.” 



If you are not the appointed captain, you will not speak to an official. You may not agree with 

the decisions they may make, but they are made.  So you choose to argue with an official, not 

only does it represent the entire program negatively, it will continue to hurt us in the game. You 

will be standing next to the head coach for guidance on how Spartans do things right!  If you 

choose to do it again, you may be benched for the remainder of the game or dismissed from 

the field. If you are dismissed from the field, whether it be by an official or a coach, you will not 

be allowed to play in the following week’s game. 

 

Gentleman, it’s quite simple. You are now at an age of accountability. You’re intelligent enough 

to make the right decisions!  If you decide to make the wrong decision, you will have to deal 

with the consequences.  We are playing by the “big boy rules” now, and always remember:  

Every second, every minute, every hour and EVERYWHERE, “Spartans Reach Higher” and do the 

right thing!  This team, YORK TECH, will emulate the best teams in the league and be respected 

in the continuing new era of York Tech Spartan Football!                                                                

PARENT EXPECTATIONS 

Parents play a vital role in the personal achievement of their children, whether the children 

ever admit that or not!  With your support and guidance, your child can really excel. We, as 

coaches, just want to give you some help in doing just that! 

Be positive with your athlete. Let them know you are proud of them. Encourage them to follow 

all the training rules, helping the coaches build a commitment to the team. Allow them to 

perform and progress at a level consistent with their ability. Always support the coaching staff 

when tough decisions have to be made. Explain to them why decisions may have been made.   

Your support will be greatly appreciated and we will be as fair and tough with all players, 

because they are all equal and the team is most important when it comes to enforcing the 

rules/guidelines. 

Encourage the positive behavior in school and a high level of performance in all classes.  Stay 

calm in injury situations!  They feed off of your influence.  Cheer the team on!  Show respect for 

the opponents and officials.  If you have the time, please get involved with the York Tech 

Football Booster Club. They are a great group of people who do a lot for every player at every 

level of the program. Help keep jobs, cars, and dates in perspective. They only get 4 years of 

high school, but an entire lifetime to work.  Stress the necessity to make a commitment to the 

team.  If they see how enthusiastic you are about them playing, imagine how hard and how 

well they will play!  We, again, as coaches, want this to be a very positive and long-lasting 

experience for the entire family for memories that last a lifetime for players and their families. 

Parent code of conduct- Sometimes we get carried away!  But at the end of the day, this is a 

sport meant to be fun and empowering for our athletes.  Here are a few things we ask of 

parents: 



We, as an educational community, want to reflect a diverse community of being a “class act.”  

Refrain from using profanity.  Please do not shout at officials (this will include the coaches). 

Please do not coach from the sideline or bleachers, because this coaching staff has been chosen 

specifically for their successful experience and coaching abilities.  Our players will be involved in 

the game on the field, and will refrain from talking to friends or family during the game.  There 

will be time for that at the end of the game!  Support the efforts of the coaching staff and the 

efforts made by all the athletes and their parents at making York Tech a great program.  We ALL 

are a part of the effort to represent the York County School of Technology with class and pride!    

Parents at practice- Practice on the field will be closed due to insurance policy. Parents are not 

allowed to go beyond the chained access road during practice.  At no time are parents 

permitted to drive down the access road leading to the practice fields.  If a parent would like to 

attend strength training, they may remain in the hall, but will not be permitted to be in the 

weight room.  I know it can be difficult at times, but please, trust in the coach’s ability and instill 

the same confidence you have for the coaches into your athletes!                                                                                                                                                           

Weight room requirement- All football players will be required to participate in the weight 

training during the season. The purpose of the strength training is to prevent injury, maintain 

strength levels, and to improve strength. All players who plan on playing football in future years 

should continue working out with the team during the off season. They are not required to 

workout in order to play, but we are also not required to give them playing time. We will opt 

for the bigger, stronger, faster athlete who has chosen to work during the off season. 

It is cliché, but championships are won during the off season. Your football team is built 

December through July, not August through November. We will have off season workouts 

during the school year after the regular season. These workout schedules will be posted on the 

website. The sessions consist of strength training and conditioning, as well as flexibility and 

mobility, focusing on linear and lateral speed. 

Injuries and health concerns - If you have an injury/health concern, please see one of the YCST 

trainers before going to a doctor!  If a player is taken to the hospital, then either the coaches or 

trainer will notify the parents.  Players should report any updates in medical conditions or 

medications being taken to both the coaches and the trainer.  Players should also report health 

conditions such as a rash or mononucleosis to the coaches so appropriate action can be taken 

to prevent it spreading to teammates.  Any player who is injured and not participating in 

practice will spend part of the practice performing physical therapy as directed by the coach or 

a trainer, and the other part observing and learning at field side. Even if you are injured, you are 

still a part of this team and will act like, and be treated, as such. 

Inclement weather- When practice is scheduled, regardless of the weather, we will still have a 

team practice. Too often, kids go home during rain. We WILL practice. If you decide to not 

attend practice, it is an absence. We are required to move practice inside for two things, heat 



and lightning. All other weather changes to practice will be at the coaches’ discretion. Typically, 

what will happen if rain or heat forces us inside, we commit to one of the following. 

*move practice to the gym 

*watch film and wait required amount of time before returning to field work 

*report to the fitness center and weight room to conduct what we can within limitations 

In the event we can’t return to the field because of weather, practice will still end at the 

scheduled time regardless. 

What to expect from the coach- As coaches, we are here for a multitude of reasons. Our first 

reason is to teach the sport to the athletes as best as we know how. It is our jobs to never stop 

learning in order for us to always be able to coach our athletes to the highest level. We will 

strive to be positive role models to the athletes. We will remain professional and represent this 

program, our athletes, and our athlete’s parents to the highest of standards. We strive to coach 

every athlete, no matter what their particular level of talent when they start the season.  Our 

goal is to vastly improve their talent and further understanding of the great game of football. 

We want them to all to have an understanding of this sport and what surrounds it. We will do 

our best to communicate not only properly, but efficiently, getting all deadlines, schedules and 

required paperwork to you as best as possible.  It is our job as coaches to lead by example, to 

show what it is to live by the values we set forth for all of our athletes! 

Social media policy- No affiliate of this team (player, parent, coach, etc.) should post anything 

demeaning, derogatory, or damaging to our athletes, supporters, or program, on social media.  

Everyone is a reflection of this program, and we expect it to be represented properly.  If an 

athlete posts, he may face consequences at the coach’s discretion.  If anyone has any problems 

with the program, it should be dealt with through the proper channels.  I, as the head coach, 

am very open to positive criticism, even though I may not agree, I will respect those who deal 

with issues in an adult fashion. 

Communication process- Coaches have the authority over who becomes a participant of the 

team and when the participant plays or is removed from the team. The coaching staff 

determines coaching strategy. Acceptance of this position on the team includes acceptance of 

this policy. Therefore, these issues are not appropriate topics for parent involvement and 

discussing them with coaches is discouraged. It is NEVER acceptable for a parent to attempt to 

discuss playing time with a coach during a game or practice. It is also NEVER acceptable for a 

parent to attempt to discuss the performance or playing time of another athlete at any time. 

Head coach, athlete and/or parent meetings may help to resolve other issues creating concern 

or dissatisfaction. Such meetings MUST be scheduled beforehand and will be on campus. Any 

meeting with a parent may also include assistant coaches, trainers, or administration. 



Meetings can be scheduled with the head coaches via email. Contact should not be made to an 

assistant coach as they are relieved from meeting with parents and will simply point you to the 

head coach. 

Parents will not approach coaches after a game or make any comments to the coaches 

regarding decisions made during the game.  

Any questions, comments and concerns will be directed to the head coach.  The head coach will 

do everything in his power to correct or answer the question.  Parents will not contact the           

athletic director or school administration.  If a parent feels the issue needs to involve a higher 

authority, they may contact the head coach and schedule an appointment with the athletic 

director and/or administration.  If a parent chooses to negate speaking with the coach and goes 

directly to the athletic director, they will be directed back to the head coach in order to 

schedule an appointment and properly solve the issue at hand. 

*To acknowledge that you have read and understand the entirety of this handbook, please fill 

out and return only the back page. Please retain the rest of this handbook for any reference you 

may need.  It is MANDITORY that this page be signed by both the player and his 

parents/guardians, and that it be returned before the start of Heat Acclimation Practices which 

start On August 8th.  Refer to the schedule that was sent to each player and parent during the 

summer, and make sure your son has a physical before the start of the season.  Physical papers 

can be picked up in the weightroom. 

*For any additional information that may not be listed in this packet, please refer to the 

school’s website, ytech.edu, and go to athletics to find the Athletic Handbook. 

                                                                                                                                                                        

  



      

 

 

 

 

 

 

2018-19 Player/ Parent Contract 

Submission required for participation 

I, (player)    and (parent/guardian)    have   

read the 2018-19 York Tech Spartan Football Player and Parent Expectation handbook. By  

signing below, we acknowledge that we understand its contents and agree to the terms of the 

handbook.  Please trust in the fact that the coaching staff and administration will make fair  

decisions regarding those situations. We understand the guidelines for attendance, punctuality,  

playing time, etc. We will do our best to work together to provide a positive experience. We are  

aware of the commitment it takes to be a part of the York Tech football program and are aware  

that all the decisions that are made are for the betterment of the team and the program’s  

future success. 

It is a privilege to play football at York Tech, NOT a right! 

 

 

 

Athlete       Date 

 

 

 

Parent/Guardian      Date                                                                                                          
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